Lemurian Diamonds
These are very rare 100% silica gemstones, that have been called California Diamonds for over
100 years. The Tiffany Company use to make these available over 80 years ago. They are not like
diamonds from Africa and other parts of the world, that carry a heavy karmic vibration, but are 1,000's
of times more rare and have absolutely no negative karma. They are from the 7th Sector of ancient
Lemuria, just south of Mt. Shasta, California and have the cleanest energy I have found in any
gemstone. They were harvested with zero impact on the environment and are truly life-changing
gemstones.
* Hardness - they range from 7.5 - 9.00 in hardness (like emerald, ruby and sapphire)
* Age - The last volcanic eruptions in this area where the diamonds come from were over 11,000 years
ago, and the first eruptions happened over 350,000 years ago, and the surrounding area dates to 2.5
million years ago, so these gems are very ancient indeed
* Cost - They are only $7-$15 a carat (depending on clarity and size)
* I have raw and tumbled ones available
* Easy to have wrapped in silver or gold wire (pendant); set (earrings) or mounted (ring)
* Shipping is only $7.50 per order in the U.S. (that covers insurance, packaging and postage). Shipping
mainly to those in the US, with a few exceptions, for all other countries the postage will be more.
* Payment through Paypal at www.saintgermainvioletflame.com - And I will send them out within 3
days
They come with a long write-up that I researched about the scientific, Native American, and
spiritual benefits that I received intuitively.
A short description of the spiritual benefits: As we take on more light into our bodies, through
the inner disciplines of our spiritual practices like meditation and affirmations, our bodies and
particularly our bones are actually transforming from carbon into silica. It is truly amazing that we are
actually turning into silica beings and to have a gemstone in the physical form that we can wear, and
that represents our transformation, is indeed a miracle. And by wearing them as earrings, pendants and
rings we can help to speed up the process of becoming true light beings!
With geological facts, Native-American legends and ancient myths. Coming from a rather
young caldera, the diamonds are found in what has been termed, rhyolithic rocks, andesite and basalt.
As the rocks slowly erode, the diamonds are exposed. The plains in this area made up of pyroclastic
flow and other volcanic rock. As time has progressed, this land called the Red Hills (volcanic) has
become quite the wine-making region, and the majority of all the “diamond-country” is now in private
hands. So these gems have become much more precious and sought after, since they are becoming
more and more scarce. They only come from one place in the world, and there are no diamond mines in
that area.
Once used for industrial and commercial purposes. The Tiffany Company used these diamonds
in the late 1920's and 1930's. These semi-precious gems have no crystalline structure, and no crystal
faces, they are made of silica- dioxide. The melting point of these diamonds is about 1727 degrees
Celsius. The andesite and other rocks that the diamonds are found in erode over time from rain and the
elements, leaving the diamonds exposed, and are collected harmlessly. The Lemurian Diamonds come
in a few different colors, but the most prized are the Violet and Lavender. They come in many different

natural shapes, and cutting is always available.
Native American:
Revered by the local and regional Native American tribes, especially by the Pomo Indians,
which have used these semi-precious gems, in many different ways, for thousands of years, possibly as
long as 11,500 years. The Pomo Indians ancestors contact with these ancient gems could be as
much as 40,000 years or longer, no one really knows. So lets truly try to appreciate the antiquity
of Mother Earth and these amazing liquid-diamond treasures.
One of the most heard oral traditions come from the Pomo Indians:
The diamonds originated when the Indian Chief Kah-Bel ascended the volcano to visit the
grave of his Princess Lupiyoma. As Kah-Bel cried at the grave his tears crystallized and rolled down
the mountain to the plains below. The Native American and all the world’s indigenous peoples
prophecies speak of a global change, of peace, and that is what the new-age movement calls the
Aquarian Age, and what the Veda’s call the Satya Yuga, the (Awakened Age).
Mythological:
It is said that these Diamonds have been in contact with man since the time of Lemuria (Land of
the Mother Ray) or MU (for over 2 million years, the original civilization on Earth), and more recently,
in Atlantis (from 11,500 - 70,000 years ago) and now being found in the present times. Since these
diamonds are surfacing now, at the time of the cusp of the Seventh Golden Age of Aquarius, it is fitting
that we can also call them Aquarian Diamonds. They have been found in what was the seventh sector of
MU. This land of northern California (San Francisco to Mount Shasta) is the birthplace of the Seventh
Seed, the Seventh Root Race, the founders of the Freedom Race, the Aquarian Race. So these diamonds
carry all those attributes and purpose.
The Aquarian Age officially begins in 2022 (approximately) and is a constant celebration of
Music and Art for 10,000 years, and the roots of that seed have sprouted from the Seventh Sector of
what once was the original civilization on Earth, called Lemuria (which the seventh sector or crown
chakra is in northern California). These semi-precious gems have surfaced right in the heart of the
seventh region of this mythological land of immortality. At the beginnings of Mu was the fifth
dimension, on the surface of the planet, where all lived as one, in a heaven-like world, and that is what
we are returning to in 2022 (approximately). And with these sacred “Diamond-Reminders” from the
world’s most ancient and elevated civilization in the history of Earth, we have our amulet! So as the
beginnings on planet Earth (Lemuria Age) seeded in present day northern California, and the
graduation of planet Earth (Aquarian Age) seeded in present day northern California, has come “fullcircle”. The home of the Lemurian, or Aquarian Diamonds.
Metaphysical:
As our vibration or light is at a rapid rate of acceleration in these times of change, we notice that
our cellular structure and even our bones are slowly turning from the older and more dense
carbon-based configuration into less dense silica-based classification. So as some diamonds are
at the hardness of a 10.0 on Mohs hardness scale, they are still the denser carbon. The Lemurian
Diamonds are silica-based, therefore holding a less-dense makeup, with a greater symmetry, and
having lighter and more etheric values, qualities and traits that you can feel and benefit from. The
raw diamonds have a most exquisite feel and physically have an amazing look. They are naturally
beveled, some inclusioned, laser-like, round, flat, clear or colorful. And others have been cut or
tumbled.
And truly, these diamonds have absolutely know negative karmic-ties, which is a huge
challenge in the world of diamonds. These Lemurian Diamonds are completely karmic-free and that in
itself is extremely ultra-rare. It is almost impossible to find a diamond in this world that does not have

some discordant energy associated with it. There is almost always some impact either with the
environment, the people or both, and no matter how many times one “cleanses” that “karmic”
diamond, there will always be opportunity for residual energies to linger. So rest assured that
these gems carry only pure light and love.
These very rare diamonds vibrate at the level of the 12th Cosmic Ray of the Liquid Diamond.
These diamonds bring that 12th Cosmic Ray frequency, along with:
The Diamond Heart - to help master the facets (expressions) of the “diamond” of love
The Diamond Mind - to have clear thoughts and wisdom, and clean words
The Diamond World - to carry that diamond frequency with you where ever you go in the world
There are 12 main dimensions with 12 sub-dimensions in each, making 144 different speeds that
light vibrates at. When light is slowed down (where the protons spin slowly) enough, it
condenses into matter (3rd dimension). So 12 octaves or wavelengths within each of the 12
dimensions. These diamonds harmonize the 12th, highest dimension (closest to the
Source) in the Paradise Creations of The Central Universe. Called, The Source, The Great Central Sun,
The Eternal Isle of Paradise, The Sun Behind the Sun, The Great Hub, The Only Stationary Place, The
Largest Sphere Known, Where We All Come From. I also call these diamonds, “Source Diamonds” or
The Source Stone, as again they vibrate with the highest dimension, the 12th , the closest to The Great
Central Sun.
Saint Germain Personal Blessing:
They have been blessed by myself, Saint Germain, christened at the most sacred natural-spring
on the volcano of Mount Shasta, in northern California. Amongst those springs lower on the mountain,
it takes up to 500 years before the water reaches the sunlight, at the head of the spring. As the water
travels through the volcanic aquifer, it is also being charged electronically by all the natural gold
deposits that it passes through, and there is a huge natural lake inside that acts like a giant natural gold
pan, and the bottom of the entire lake is layered thick in gold. This one-of-a-kind water is also charged
by the three-cones of the volcano itself, stimulating and accelerating the protons in this water to an
escalation of highly-charged electro- magnetic etheric-fire. This holy water of Mount Shasta also has
the electronic-presence of The All-Consuming Seventh Cosmic Ray of the Violet Flame, because this
Cosmic Ray has been physically anchored within the mountain since 1930. This water also has the
electronic presence of myself, Saint Germain and the Ascended Masters and Angels: Saint Germain,
RA MU (The briger of light) who is the King of Telos, Archangel Gabriel and Mother Hope, Archangel
Melchizedek, and the Legions of the Keepers of the Violet Flame. With all these attributes of the water,
these diamonds are super-charged in a way unlike any other gem in the world. To top it off these sacred
gems come from the land of the seventh region of MU (Lemuria), a civilization that preceded Atlantis
and had attained a level of purity seldom attained in the lower worlds (of matter) in over 7 trillion
inhabitable blue planets like ours. And that same land is the birthplace of the Aquarian Age
as well, giving these one-of-a-kind diamonds a frequency and purity unlike any other gem, rock or
stone I have ever held.
In Complete Reverence,
Saint Germain
Benefits:
Enhances overall vibration, accelerating protons in cellular make-up
Enhances meditation, visualization and affirmation (mantras, decrees, songs, ect.)
1. Physically - feeling clear and strong, having a certain shine in appearance
2. Emotionally - bringing stability and balance with a loving and warm vibration
3. Mentally - captivating thoughts and stimulating vision, focused with clarity

4. Spiritually - enhanced through clarity, strength, purity and higher understandings
Complete and Whole Feelings
Clean and Whole Thoughts
Concise and Precise Words
Complete Chakric Alignment
Complete Achievement
Clear Foresight
Enhanced Vision
Ascension Mastery
Constant Abundance
Eternal Prosperity
Infinite Happiness
Uses:
As a Cloak of Invisibility
For Leyline, Web and World-Grid Alignment
Pendant
Necklace
Ring
Earrings
Broach
Bracelet
Anklet
Altar Piece
Wedding Ring
Engagement Ring
Anniversary Gift
Christmas Gift
Valentines Gift
Birthday Gift
Baptism
Confirmation
Bar Mitzvah
More Uses:
raw or cut - in pocket, purse, brazier, or have sewn into clothing
raw or cut - in pouch around neck
raw and mounted or cut and mounted - ring, pendant, necklace ect.
silver wire wrapped or silver claw - pendant, bracelet, earrings ect.
gold wire wrapped or gold claw - anklet, pendant, broach ect.
To christen a sacred space - temple, church or building - bury onsite, preferably in foundation
To christen a body of water - well, waterfall, stream, river, lake or ocean - place in water
To christen a piece of land - garden, city, nation, continent or world - bury onsite
Knowing that these diamonds are “green diamonds”, meaning that there was no effect on the
environment when collecting.
Colors:
clear, flawless
yellow

pink, reddish
lavender and violet
smoky
milky, gel
rainbow
Shapes:
Raw - beveled, rounded, smooth, jagged, (needles, lasers, medallions, sheets, chards)
Cut - in diamond, emerald, trillium, heart-shaped and more
Tumbled - smooth, with beautiful inclusions and rainbows
Partially Tumbled - frosty smooth surface
Naturally Tumbled - frosty smooth surface
Druzy - naturally frosted on the outside
Other Features:
Iron inclusions
Black Rutile
Feathering
Mohs Hardness Chart:
10.0 - Diamond
9.0 - Lemurian Diamond, Ruby, Sapphire, Alexandrite
8.0 - Lemurian Diamond, Topaz, Emerald
7.0 - Tanzanite, Amethyst, Garnet, Tourmaline
6.0 - Turquoise, Lapis lazuli
5.0 - Obsidian, Apatite
4.0 - Fluorite, Pearl, Coral
3.0 - Calcite, Ivory
2.0 - Gold, Amber, Gypsum
1.0 - Talc
Diamond Clarity Grades:
Flawless (FI)
Internally Flawless (IF)
Very, Very Slightly Included (VVS1 and VVS2)
Very Slightly Included (VS1 and VS2)
Slightly Included (S1 and S2)
Imperfect (11,12,13)
Other Names:
Aquarian Diamond
Source Diamond
Silica Diamond
Violet Diamond
Ice Diamonds
The New Diamond
The “Green” Diamond (in reference to environmentally harvested without any trace left)
California Diamond

These Lemurian Diamonds can be used uncut for a natural look (which I think is the highest, as
there is no man's energy on them, like when they are cut and faceted). I like to use them as an altar
piece and where them in my shoes and cut into clothing fabric and sewn inside (to wear them over my
heart when in lecture, concert and everyday life). They can also be cut and faceted, giving them a fire
and sparkle which makes them almost indistinguishable from the common diamond, but again I love
the raw, God-Made or Mother Nature-Made natural beauty and majesty. These rare, luminescent and
lustrous diamonds only come from one area on the planet, that is now almost completely in private
hands, becoming very hard to find, so own a piece of Earth's true history that few people bestow, a
Lemurian Diamond!
Mounted earrings and wire-wrap pendants available by special order. (extra charges apply)
In Complete Reverence,
Saint Germain
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Saint Germain
P.O. Box 770
Mount Shasta, CA
96067 U.S.A.
email: saintgmusic@gmail.com
web: www.saintgermainvioletflame.com
Facebook: Mark Kneass

